Opportunities.
It comes when medical professionals and healthcare experts meet.

Where healthcare connects with technology

Medical suppliers and distributors, industry professionals, government bodies, hospital administrators, procurement agencies and all involved in the medical and healthcare industry will have access to 1,000 exhibitors from 45 countries at MEDICAL FAIR ASIA 2016. Focused on equipment and supplies for the hospital, diagnostic, pharmaceutical, medical and rehabilitation sectors, this is your No.1 platform to see new technologies, innovations and solutions for in-and-out-patient care. **Make it your top priority, plan your visit today!**

Pre-register your visit now at [www.medicalfair-asia.com](http://www.medicalfair-asia.com)

Stand to win the latest smartphone when you pre-register your visit!

Terms & conditions apply
Since MEDICAL FAIR ASIA first premiered in 1997, the trade fair has expanded its international footprint with each edition. After almost two decades and now into its 11th instalment, MEDICAL FAIR ASIA continues to grow in momentum as one of the region’s most authoritative specialist events for the medical and healthcare industries. This year, MEDICAL FAIR ASIA will present 1,000 exhibitors from 45 countries, as well as numerous national pavilions and country groups, including for the first time a Saudi Arabia and Turkey pavilion. Expanding the floor space by some 40% compared to the last edition, MEDICAL FAIR ASIA 2016 highlights include digital healthcare and rehabilitative care platforms, and two thought-leading conferences: MEDICAL FAIR ASIA MEDICINE + SPORTS CONFERENCE, and the International Conference on Disaster and Military Medicine (DiMiMED Asia).

Selected Highlights From Our National Pavilions & Country Groups

Austria

Advantage Austria is proud to present a selection of well-known companies at our group pavilion at MEDICAL FAIR ASIA 2016. Exhibitors cover a wide spectrum of products ranging from communication systems for hospitals to medical accessories and equipment. I welcome you to visit us at the show and find out more.

Mr. Volker R. Ammann, Commercial Counsellor, Austrian Embassy, Singapore

France

The French Chamber in Singapore is glad to showcase French expertise at MEDICAL FAIR ASIA for the 4th time running. In 2016 there will be 16 French companies joining the French Pavilion to exhibit their latest medical technologies and services (medical furniture and instruments, implants, hygiene and cryogenic products, monitoring and eHealth solutions).

Ms. Carine Lespayandel, Executive Director, The French Chamber of Commerce, Singapore

Japan

In Saitama City, Japan, many research and development companies possess excellent technology, creativity, and innovation. Three companies, H.I.T Co. Ltd, ICST Corporation, and Metran Co. Ltd. are looking forward to seeing you at MEDICAL FAIR ASIA 2016. I proudly introduce those companies, which are top innovators in the city and I believe that they will meet everyone’s expectation.

Mr. Hayato Shimizu, Mayor of Saitama City

The Kobe Biomedical Innovation Cluster (KBIC) is a science park where world-class institutions conducting advanced research and development gather to bridge between the achievements of basic research and state-of-the-art medical applications such as regenerative medicine. We jointly exhibit Japan-made medical equipment and manufacturing technologies with KBIC members and look forward to your visit at our booth!

Mr. Masao Imanishi, Chief Operating Officer, Biomedical Innovation and New Industry Headquarters

Tokyo SME Support Center is supporting global business development for SMEs in Tokyo that have excellent technologies. This time six excellent SMEs and ourselves will be exhibiting at Tokyo Pavilion at MEDICAL FAIR ASIA 2016.

Mr. Kazumasa Susaki, Manager, Tokyo SME Support Center
Korea

We are full of confidence that the quality of Korean medical devices is excellent. All the manufacturing processes apply strict quality control standards under the Good Manufacturing Practice and the Medical Device Act since it was enacted in 2003. **We will introduce high-quality Korean medical devices at MEDICAL FAIR ASIA and want to show new products with innovative technology to the world.**

*Mrs. Kim Min, Assistant, Korea Medical Devices Industrial Coop. Association*

Malaysia

Positioning Malaysian made medical devices as reliable quality products for the global health industry; we are excited to lead a group to showcase their capabilities at the upcoming MEDICAL FAIR ASIA.

*Mr. Abu Bakar Kayakutty, Director of Healthcare Unit, MATRADE*

Saudi Arabia

SAUDI EXPORTS focus its selection of exhibitions on those well-known and industry specialised global exhibitions that provide a platform for its participants to expand its reach on international levels. We believe that MEDICAL FAIR ASIA is the right podium for Saudi businesses specialising in the Medical industry services to demonstrate their capabilities and high-quality services, which in return will support their global presence.

*Mr. Feras Abalkhail, Director General, Marketing and Corporate Communication, Saudi Export Development Authority*

Taiwan

We believe that the display of Taiwan’s excellent products will increase the international exposure of its medical products and promote the interactive cooperation between tenant enterprises and international businesses. We sincerely wish all participants meet possibilities to serve your needs at the Taiwan Pavilion!

*Mr. Wei-Cheng Lin, Director-General, Southern Taiwan Science Park Bureau, Ministry of Science and Technology*

USA

A true hub for the life sciences industry, Florida is home to some of the most highly regarded research centres in the US; more than 1,100 biotech, pharmaceutical and medical devices companies; and a foundation of more than 46,000 healthcare establishments including global leaders such as Actavis, Arthrex, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Johnson & Johnson, Medtronic, Noven, and Steripak. **We are proud to showcase some of these companies and their technologies to the Southeast Asian region at the upcoming MEDICAL FAIR ASIA 2016.**

*Mr. Michael Schiffhauer, Vice President, International Trade & Field Operations, Enterprise Florida, Inc*
The Leading Platform For Your Business

Key Reasons to Visit

- Source leading technologies, products and services from 1,000 international exhibitors from 45 countries
- Embrace the latest innovations at special platforms in sports medicine & rehabilitative care and digital healthcare
- Gain insights at concurrent conferences and forums
- Meet experts and industry players at the inaugural MEDICAL FAIR ASIA MEDICINE + SPORTS CONFERENCE and DiMiMED Asia
- Benefit from synergistic co-located event, MEDICAL MANUFACTURING ASIA 2016 - the compelling event for Asia’s medtech and medical manufacturing processes sector
- Larger exhibition space with 40% increase
- Connect with relevant exhibitors via the free business matching service

Benefit From Pre-Registering Your Visit Early

Free Business Matching Service

Network and connect with key exhibitors and professionals relevant to your business! A comprehensive and user-friendly suite of business matching services dedicated to helping you identify and screen potential business partners. With this free service, you get an ideal method to seek out potential new professional partners and suppliers. If you are looking to expand your footprint into the Southeast Asian region or looking to connect with international companies, take advantage of the business matching service and secure valuable meetings even before your visit to the exhibition.

For more details, visit www.medicalfair-asia.com

Congratulations
June 2016 Lucky Draw Winner

This is the second time that I will be visiting MEDICAL FAIR ASIA and MEDICAL MANUFACTURING ASIA to look for potential vendors, for the purpose of procurement. I am particularly interested in exploring new radiology related technologies and solutions. In addition to the exhibition floor, I am also interested in attending one of the concurrently held conferences, seminars, forums, or workshops.

Ms. Yit Puai Kuen
Senior Purchasing Executive
Parkway Hospitals Singapore Pte Ltd

Stand a chance to win the latest smartphone in our upcoming lucky draws in July and August.
Terms and conditions apply.
Pre-register your visit now at www.medicalfair-asia.com

World of MEDICA
Be part of the leading medical trade fairs!
Organised by Beta Publishing, the inaugural DiMiMED Asia Conference will provide an opportunity for military and civilian experts & organisations, disaster & defence policy makers, medical planners and researchers to exchange experiences and strengthen their network.

**Programme**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.30 am</td>
<td>Welcome Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.45 am</td>
<td>Opening Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.00 am</td>
<td>Keynote Plenary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.30 am</td>
<td>MEDICAL FAIR ASIA &amp; MEDICAL MANUFACTURING ASIA 2016 Opening Ceremony</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Disaster Management At Land & Sea**

10.45 am | Nepal Earthquake 2015: Medical Issues and Challenges
11.00 am | Medical Aspects of Radiation
11.15 am | China's Emergency Medical Rescue Management
11.30 am | Organisational Experiences on Medical Management
11.45 am | Issues and Challenges of Nepal Earthquake 2015
12.15 pm | Questions & Discussion
12.30 pm | Lunch

**Traumatology & Air Evacuation**

2.00 pm | Advanced and Developments in Aeromedical Evacuation
2.15 pm | Development of an Injectable Bleeding Control Device
2.30 pm | Satcom based Tele-Medicine for Challenging Missions
2.45 pm | Big Contribution from a Small Organisation
3.00 pm | Questions & Discussion
3.15 pm | Tea Break

**Infectious Diseases & Force Health Protection**

3.45 pm | Dengue Virus: Which Prevention for Troops?
4.00 pm | Prevention, Control Strategy, Pattern of Chinese Army | Ebola
4.15 pm | Use of DNA from AFB Smears
4.30 pm | Zika Virus: A New Emergency
4.45 pm | Dengue - Update on the Development of a New Vaccine
5.00 pm | Questions & Discussion
5.15 pm | Closing Remarks

**Distinguished Speakers**

- Colonel Dr. Benjamin Queyriaux, NATO MilMed CoE (Germany)
- Prof. Aleksander Grebenyuk, Kirov Military Medical Academy (Russia)
- Prof. Zhaowen Zong, Third Military Medical University (China)
- Major General Dr. Kishore Rana, Nepalese Army (Nepal)
- Major General Patrick Godart, Direction Centrale des Services de Santé des Armées (France)
- Colonel Dr. Nesar Ahmad Hamraz, Armed Forces Academy of Medical Services (Afghanistan)
- Prof. Lulu Zhang, Second Military Medical Univ. (China)
- Prof. Jingming Zhao, 302 Military Hospital (China)
- Assoc. Prof. of Surgery Mehmet Eryilmaz, Gülhane Military Medical Academy (Turkey)
- Major General Dr. S. Munasinghe, Ministry of Defence (Sri Lanka)
- Assoc. Prof. Dr. Mita Rana, Tribhuvan University Teaching Hospital (Nepal)
The inaugural conference will bring together sports medicine experts, healthcare providers, physicians, fitness trainers and industry players to foster new exchange formats, discuss innovations in sports medicine and pertinent healthcare challenges in the region.

### Programme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.00 am</td>
<td>Opening Keynote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30 am</td>
<td>session 1 - create and implement health guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exercise Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00 pm</td>
<td>networking lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 pm</td>
<td>session 2 - personalising training programmes &amp; equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>individual programmes for training and regeneration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.30 pm</td>
<td>session 3 - latest innovations in monitoring vital data and sport performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vital data and performance monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.00 pm</td>
<td>networking coffee break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.15 pm</td>
<td>session 4 - digital innovations in recreational and elite sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>digital systems in elite and recreational sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.15 pm</td>
<td>summary and closing remarks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Distinguished Speakers

- Dr. Ben Tan  
  Chief
  Changi Sports Medicine Centre
  Chairman
  Exercise is Medicine Singapore

- Dr. Temo Waganivalu  
  Team Leader
  World Health Organization

- Malia Ho  
  Principal Podiatrist
  Singapore Sports Medicine Centre

- Dr. Joni Kettunen  
  CEO
  Firstbeat
  Finland

- Steve Leftly  
  Co-Founder
  MYOVOLT
  New Zealand

- Kow Ping  
  Co-Founder
  Well Being Digital Limited
  Hong Kong

- Dr. Thaveep Visit  
  Executive Director
  Zensorium
  Singapore

- Alexis Zervoglos  
  Chief Business Officer
  Qardio
  USA

### Fees & Registration

- Medical Doctors  
  On or before 19 Aug: S$150.00*  
  Onsite: S$220.00*

- Industry  
  S$300.00  
  S$400.00

*Rate indicated is after discount. Proof of document required (staff pass, name card or letter from the organisation). All prices are quoted in Singapore Dollars and an additional 7% Goods and Services Tax will be applicable.

Limited Seats for the Conference! Reserve Yours Today at registration.medicalfair-asia.com
Medical Innovation and Technology Forum (MITF)
Building connected healthcare communities

1 - 2 Sep 2016 | 10.30 am - 5.00 pm | Basement 2, Hall F

As patients take on a more active role in their own healthcare, there is now an ever increasing need for healthcare professionals and the industry to deliver consumer-centric innovations to bridge the gap between patients, doctors and healthcare providers. This forum will present cutting-edge innovations that can be employed by the healthcare industry to reach out to a wider patient pool. Topics will include the latest wave of health-centric wearable devices, patient-centered innovations and the concept of "virtual consultation".

Programme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 September 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.45 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.45 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.15 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.30 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.30 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.15 pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2 September 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30 am - 1.00 pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information, please visit www.medicalfair-asia.com

MedTech SME Workshop

31 Aug 2016 | 9.00 am - 5.00 pm | Level 3, Begonia Junior Ballroom 3011-3012

The annual MedTech Workshop for Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs) in Asia Pacific is organised by the Asia Pacific Medical Technology Association (APACMed) and co-hosted with Messe Düsseldorf Asia, in conjunction with MEDICAL FAIR ASIA 2016. Programme topics include product design & development, IP management, regulatory strategy, clinical trial management, capital-raising, commercialisation and distribution/ channel management.

To register, email events@apacmed.org

MEDTech Business Forum

Free for registered visitors

1 Sep 2016 | 2.00 pm - 4.30 pm | Basement 2, Hall E1

Jointly organised by Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech) and Messe Düsseldorf Asia, this forum at the co-located MEDICAL MANUFACTURING ASIA 2016 will gather the medtech industry to review trends in the Asian, European and American markets, to examine how future needs can be addressed, and to learn about the pivotal roles of industry associations in addressing the changing landscape.

Pre-Register your visit to the exhibition at www.medicalfair-asia.com
A Preview of Selected Exhibitors

AIR WATER SAFETY SERVICE INC
BOOTH NO: 2D01
Engaged in production and installation of medical gas systems, the company started in 1957 and has since been a pioneer in Japan. AIR WATER SAFETY SERVICE is proud of its product reliability and quality, proven by their supply record. Their products and services include medical gas systems, surgical camera and interior design, and construction of operating rooms and ICUs. Specific products include the ECOUS that is an ultra-small size and lightweight (13.5g) full HD camera used in the surgical field.

AMOY DIAGNOSTICS CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 2C21
An R&D based provider of state-of-the-art companion diagnostic products and services in the area of human precision oncology. AMOY DIAGNOSTICS’ customers include healthcare providers, academic institutions, and pharmaceutical companies across 40 countries. They have a rich portfolio of test kits, which can be used for detection of gene mutation/fusions of different cancer types including but not limited to lung cancer, colorectal cancer, breast cancer, cervical cancer, and melanoma.

AMPALL CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 2B22
A leading medical pump manufacturer, AMPALL develops infusion pumps, syringe pumps, PCA pumps, and blood pressure monitors. There are about 90 distributors for AMPALL around the world, supplying the products to more than 60 countries. The company continue to develop new products for the medical industry including the automatic blood pressure measuring system, BP868F infusion pump, IP7700 syringe pump, SP8800 PCA (Patient Controlled Analgesia) pump, PP9900 disposable PCA pump, PP9800B, and PP9800C.

AS MEDIZINTECHNIK GMBH
BOOTH NO: 2H09
A globally established partner for surgical instruments and sterilising - container systems, AS MEDIZINTECHNIK, exports goods to 60 countries through their trading partners. Over 22,000 articles cover the entire spectrum from general surgery to specialised disciplines, to the supply and disposal of sterile products. Using glass bead blasting, their surgical instruments are supplied with an especially non-dazzling surface.

ASSURE TECH (HANGZHOU) CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 2F14
A manufacturer of a wide range of diagnostic and rapid test kits, ASSURE TECH is committed to research and development of immune diagnostic and clinical inspection technology. The company develops a full range of rapid diagnostic products to provide users with more convenient, safer and more rapid clinical detection scheme. Products include test kits for drugs of abuse, infectious disease, fertility, tumour markers, cardiac, allergy, food safety and biochemistry kits.

BESMED HEALTH BUSINESS CORP
BOOTH NO: 2F06
The BESMED compressor nebuliser system has the traditional advantages of a jet nebuliser system, by providing a palm-sized design that makes it more convenient to carry and use. The company’s products offer efficient aerosol therapy to patients with asthma, COPD, bronchitis, and other respiratory disorders. At MEDICAL FAIR ASIA 2016, BESMED will be showcasing the compact, energy efficient, and convenient NB-30600 minipressor.

BIOGARD MEDICAL LTD
BOOTH NO: 2D16
A manufacturer of a wide range of products including blood glucose meters, blood pressure monitors, and infection control solutions. Their products are supplied with a true auto-coding system and are suitable for diabetic patients.

BIONIME CORPORATION
BOOTH NO: 2E07
The GE blood glucose meter utilises advanced patented strip technology to achieve a high level of accuracy and precision. A unique, innovative strip design makes the product easier to use and more sanitary for diabetes patients than current similar offerings. In addition, the patented true auto coding technology eliminates the need to code each strip lot, without sacrificing the accuracy of the readings.

BTL SINGAPORE PTE LTD
BOOTH NO: 1N17
Founded in 1993 and with its head office in the United Kingdom, BTL has grown to become one of the world’s major manufacturers of medical equipment. Their major segments include physical therapy, cardiology and medical aesthetics with specific products that include TR – therapy, shockwave, high-intensity laser, essential physiotherapy (electrotherapy devices, ultrasound, laser, magnetotherapy, combined devices, shortwave, microwave, traction), lymph drainage, CPMotion cardiology, and spirometry.
C BONA MEDICAL CORPORATION
BOOTH NO: 1Q16
Devoted to anaesthesia, airway management, and respiratory care for nearly 15 years, C-BONA’s medical products are available worldwide. To provide better healthcare treatments, the company works with medical and clinical professionals and their own design team to provide the most reliable products. Specific products include the C BONA closed suction system for adults, C BONA closed suction system for paediatric/neonatal with Y-adapter and MDI port, Rota-Trach standard tracheostomy tube, Rota-Trach inner cannula tracheostomy tube, and Rota-Trach paediatric tracheostomy tube.

C.F DI CIRO FIOCCHETTI & C SNC
BOOTH NO: 1C10
An Italian manufacturer of medical grade cooling equipment for laboratories, hospitals, pharmacies, and pharmaceutical companies, whose supply range covers blood banks, plasma freezers, portable refrigerators, mortuary refrigerators and mortuary items, ice makers, portable refrigerators and cold rooms. Specific products include the FFIOCCETTI’S MEDIKA 1500 ECT.F touch. It is equipped with the ECT.F touch controller interchange rack system, drawers, shelves, or baskets. Other features include on request electric digital key locking, password protection and data logging of end users.

CENTRAL UNI CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 1316
The company provides planning and consulting services, for medical gas central piping systems, bedhead unit systems, modular operating theatres, and ICU & CCU. The medical gases used in a hospital are a life-supporting element that gives direct influence in maintaining the life of a patient. CENTRAL UNI’s specific products include British standard medical gas outlets and VICA wall suction units that support the stable supply of medical gases more safely and more securely.

CHANGZHOU NANXIANG MEDICAL DEVICE CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 1C14
Specialising in the manufacturing of locked intramedullary nail and bone fracture metal plates, the company has a strong production force. CHANGZHOU NANXIANG MEDICAL DEVICE offers a wide product range that can be divided into spinal internal fixation, bone plates, metallic bone screws, metallic interlocking intramedullary nails, and metallic cannulated bone screws categories. Specific products include locking plates and screws, intramedullary nails, spine internal fixation, and instrument sets/ boxes.

CHARSIRE BIOTECHNOLOGY CORP
BOOTH NO: 1Q08
Focused on the R&D of botanical new drugs since 2002, the company’s products include vision care bio-rebirth eye essence, brain and spinal cord circulation care product, poly-herbal complex scar removal and dolllses repair cream. Approved for clinical trials, CHARSIRE BIOTECHNOLOGY’s drugs are produced for cancer radiotherapy, skin damage and scar removal, Alzheimer’s disease and vascular dementia, and diabetic ulcer healing.

CLARIANCE
BOOTH NO: 1L11
A French spinal device company committed to designing, manufacturing and marketing innovative solutions for the treatment of spinal disorders. CLARIANCE provides advanced surgical applications focused on fusion technologies and minimally invasive technologies to improve patient care and simplify surgical procedures for surgeons. The company is ISO 13485:2003 certified and its instrumentations are FDA cleared and CE marked. CLARIANCE is in search of qualified distributors specialising in spinal surgery devices and implants or orthopaedics at MEDICAL FAIR ASIA 2016.

CLEANIS
BOOTH NO: 1M02A
A French developer and manufacturer of innovative hygiene products for healthcare professionals and the general public, throughout the world, CLEANIS distributes the following product ranges: CareBag - absorbent sanitary liners, Aqua - no-rinse bathing, Genaxi - absorbent systems, nano and disinfecting gloves. The company is an innovator in the field of hygiene and health with the aim of improving patient treatment conditions and controlling costs.

CORE TECHNOLOGY CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 1C19
Specialising in the manufacturing and distribution of IVD products, which is divided into fertility tests, infectious diseases tests, drugs of abuse tests, sexually transmitted diseases tests, cardiac marker tests, and tumour marker tests. CORE TECHNOLOGY has both CE and ISO approvals for most of its products, while some are approved by the FDA. In addition to the company’s Coretests® and Accu News® brands, they also specialise in custom modifications of products or contract manufacturing to customers’ specifications.

CRYOPAL
BOOTH NO: 1MO2
A subsidiary of the Air Liquide group, CRYOPAL is a French manufacturer of cryogenic products. Offering a complete range of freezing, storage and transportation equipment, the company is a key player in LOX oxygenotherapy and cryobiology applications including assisted reproduction, oncology, research, immunology, gene therapy, tissue banking, stem cells, and cord blood. Specific products include the Cryocontainer ESPACE & RCB that has a large capacity for the storage of cell samples in liquid nitrogen.

DALIAN RONGBANG MEDICAL HEALTHY DEVICES CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 1C21
The company produces all kinds of swab sticks and non-woven prep pad series products, sterile and non-sterile tongue depressors, cervical scrapers, cotton tipped applicators, medical swabs, medicine cups, gynaecology brushes, vaginal speculums, medical kits, eyeshades, emery boards, manoeuvre sticks and other medical and beauty related products. Specific products include the wooden tongue depressors 1601-A 1601-B, and cotton tipped applicators as well as alcohol swabs 2801A 2801B.
**Product Highlights**

**DDC DOLPHIN**  
**BOOTH NO: 1K07**  
Specialists in total sluice room solutions in the UK and around the world in hospitals, hospices, care homes and special need schools, they have over 25 years of experience that allow them to provide comprehensive and meaningful advice and support throughout the planning, design and specification processes for new or existing facilities. The company’s innovative designs and patented hands-free technology featured on their macerators and washer disinfectors ensures the highest standards of hygiene and efficiency.

**ECODAS**  
**BOOTH NO: 1L13**  
The company manufactures automated solutions for medical waste treatment worldwide. ECODAS has developed an innovative, fully enclosed and automated system to sterilise medical waste, reduce its volume, and render its components non-reusable. Their patented process combines shredding, direct heated steam, and high pressure to achieve complete sterilisation of infectious materials. ECODAS offers five machine models with varying capacities suitable to the needs of virtually any producers of medical, hospital, animal, and transport waste or service provider.

**EIKEN CHEMICAL CO LTD**  
**BOOTH NO: 2B18**  
A Japanese leading manufacturer of clinical diagnosis, EIKEN CHEMICAL’s products include faecal immunochemical tests (FIT) called OC-sensor, molecular genetics LAMP, culture media, immunological and serological latex reagents of fully automated analysers for ABC method and RDT test of norovirus in the stool. RDT for legionella and streptococcus pneumonia antigen in urine will be released soon.

**EME SRL**  
**BOOTH NO: 1E05**  
Products include the Shock Med Compact (shock waves), Combined 4000 (combined equipment for ultrasound, electrotherapy, and laser therapy), Bi Power Lux (HPLS laser therapy), HR Tek Desk (Tecar), Polytherm Evo (modular equipment for electrotherapy, laser therapy, Tecar, ultrasound, and magnet therapy), Ultrasonic 1500 (ultrasound), Therapic 9200 (electrotherapy), Lasermed 2100 (LLL laser therapy LLLT) and the LIFE-Stim EVO (neuromodulation).

**ENDUROCIDE PTE LTD**  
**BOOTH NO: 1P12**  
The Endurocide® infection control offers sporicidal and antimicrobial products that are water-based, and 100% free from chlorine, bleach, and alcohol in the fight against hospital-acquired infections. Their hand disinfectant is a high-performance hand and skin disinfectant, while the Rapid 6 is a RTU instant high-level sporicidal disinfection for surfaces. The company’s hospital curtains are now shown to be effective against spores, fungi and bacteria including C.difficile spores, VRE, MRSA and many other pathogens, and remain effective up to 2 years.

**EQUIP MEDICAL PTE LTD**  
**BOOTH NO: 1N01**  
For MEDICAL FAIR ASIA 2016, EQUIP MEDICAL is showcasing a range of products from their brand partners which include: MEDELA professional vacuum systems, SECA medical measurement systems, MEIKO disinfection technology, FERNO emergency medical equipment. This year, they will be highlighting the MEDELA THOPAZ+ next generation digital chest drainage system, which improves clinical outcomes through digital measurement of air, fluid, and pressure. The THOPAZ+ is designed to precisely monitor post-operative air leaks and intrapleural pressure while directly measuring fluid drainage.

**ESSEN LIFE BIOSCIENCE INC**  
**BOOTH NO: 1K08**  
The company is focused on the manufacturing of Allevia, a high precision and accurate blood glucose monitor kit. Product highlights include GDH-FAD strips for high precision readings, big screen, pre-set code, 5 sec response time, 500 test memory with date and time, alternate testing site, as well as edge of palm technology with error prevention and many more outstanding features.

**EURA SANTÉ**  
**BOOTH NO: 1L11**  
The Economic Development Agency dedicated to healthcare, nutrition and biotech activities in Northern France, promotes the Lille Region life sciences cluster and its flagship the EURA SANTÉ Bio Business Park, which hosts more than 150 companies. EURA SANTÉ assists firms in their setting-up process in Northern France and is a service provider for technology transfer, innovative R&D collaboration and partnering opportunities. EURA SANTÉ has organised various events including AgeingFIT - an international business convention dedicated to innovation in the healthy ageing sector.

**EWINS PTE LTD**  
**BOOTH NO: 1M22**  
EWINS will feature solutions that improve the work environment of healthcare professionals by way of ergonomics, productivity, and accountability. Modernsolid supplies a wide range of ergonomic monitors and equipment mounting solutions for the healthcare market. The web-based key management iKLAS helps to control and account for the use and movement of keys in hospitals and other facilities, while Bostex specialises in radio frequency identification (RFID), fingerprint technology, personnel tracking and digital security.

**EZISURG MEDICAL CO LTD**  
**BOOTH NO: 1C17**  
The company has devoted themselves to providing superior surgical products for minimally invasive procedures at an affordable price point, to improve the lives of more patients. To make sustainable technology, innovation is EZISURG MEDICAL’s foundation of development. Specific products include the easyEndo and easyEndo Flex series which incorporate numerous patents. Both ranges allow for a true one-handed grasping mechanism and precise staple pocket formation technology.
FOSHAN NANHAI KJT REHABILITATION EQUIPMENT CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 2F16
The company is a professional manufacturer of wheelchairs, commode chairs, walkers, walking sticks, and other rehabilitation products. NANHAI KJT REHABILITATION EQUIPMENT is located in Guangdong, China and has a strict control system on quality. The company has earned a reputation for excellence in customer satisfaction and is offering its best products at the most competitive prices all over the world.

GIMMI GMBH
BOOTH NO: 2302-5
Focusing on the development and sale of medical products for more than 80 years, GIMMI develops, produces and sells comprehensive solutions, such as endoscopic systems and instruments and scopes, for equipping operating rooms. They attach great importance to ensuring that all systems are open and compatible, enabling GIMMI to offer the optimum solution to clients, for specific product applications for minimally invasive surgery and integrated operating rooms.

GROUPE LEPINE
BOOTH NO: 1M12
With 300 years of existence, GROUPE LEPINE is the French leading designer and manufacturer of orthopaedic joint implants, with ergonomic instrumentations. The company is proud to introduce its hip replacement system Pavi Quattro that combines advantages of cement-less HA bi-coating, and dual mobility acetabular cup. The implants have proven clinical efficiency and enhanced articulation stability and are long-life validated. The system is coated with a GROUPE LEPINE exclusive double layer of pure porous titanium and hydroxyapatite.

H.L.T CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 1J11
The medical examination navigation is a system that organises health/medical check-ups and covers a series of operations, such as managing reservations, collecting outcome data, judging and creating reports automatically. By creating a database and automating such secretarial management, the system helps to reduce mistakes, increase efficiency and precision and therefore provide for more effective gathering and use of information.

HE BEI PUKANG MEDICAL INSTRUMENT CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 1C16
The manufacturer and producer of medical equipment such as beds for nursing, trolley, cupboards, tables, racks and much more. The company is approved by the Medical Administration Bureau in China and its ICU beds with accessories meet the IEC 60601-2-52:2009 standard. The beds use the T-motion motor from Taiwan and a castor using the “scure” while the H/F boards and side rails are made from PP material, and include a removable platform that is easy to clean.

HITEC MEDICAL CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 1D22
A China-based hospital and home care solutions company. HITEC MEDICAL is a professional manufacturer of medical consumables which are all CE and ISO certified. Their product portfolio, include respiratory, anaesthesiology, urology, PVC catheters, infusion therapy, syringes and haemodialysis products. Specific products include the HTB0512P that features a 2-way standard latex Foley catheter, 2-way silicone Foley catheter, and hydrophilic latex Foley catheter.

HSINER CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 1Q12
A leading manufacturer and exporter in Taiwan, HSINER specialises in respiratory, emergency care, anaesthesia, and sleep apnea products. The company is certified in ISO 13485, CMDCAS ISO 13485, CE and holds Taiwanese GMP quality standards. To allow for more control of all the manufacturing processes and to provide consistent quality, they manufacture all products completely in-house.

HYGECO
BOOTH NO: 1M06
The company offers a wide range of specialist autopsy products, cold chambers, and trolleys as well as equipment for anatomy, pathology, and laboratory. Their extensive product range offers all of the apparatus needed for a highly advanced and fully equipped mortuary, laboratory or autopsy room. For pathology laboratories, HYGECO manufactures specialist and high-quality work units for police and DNA research for instance.

ICST CORPORATION
BOOTH NO: 1J11
The company provides a series of medical device products that include the T.L.F Cuff - a cuff inflator, and monitor for endotracheal intubation tube, that features an analogue LCD display for easy visualisation of changes in pressure. The Safersonic Ultrasound Transducer Cover uses adhesive tape on the contact area of transducer tip. They will also showcase the education and training (simulator)/ “Injection Trainer”, a bio skin medical care training kit series that features an injection arm model with a pump for dummy blood.

INDIBA ASIA PTE LTD
BOOTH NO: 1P10
The company launched ReOxy in 2012 as a world first non-invasive medical device for the treatment of cardiovascular and metabolic diseases in preventive medicine. ReOxy is a new breathing therapy device that treats patients using individually dosed levels of reduced and enriched oxygen gas mixtures "Interval Hypoxic Hyperoxic Treatment (IHHT®)" that leads to more efficient transport and utilisation of Oxygen by body tissue. Specific products include the ReOxy (60-2001) Indiba activ701, Indiba activ801, and Indiba activ902.
Product Highlights

JIANGSU BONSS MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 1C26
A professional medical company whose specialities include radio frequency plasma surgical system and bipolar surgical electrodes by the innovative RF plasma minimally invasive technologies that are developed for ENT, spine and sports medicine (arthroscopy) and more. The BONSS radio frequency plasma surgical system is designed for ablation, resection, and coagulation of soft tissue and hemostasis of blood vessels. By using the innovative non-heat driven RF plasma technology, it is a minimally invasive solution, to gently dissolve target tissues.

JIANGXI SANXIN MEDTEC CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 2E17
The company focuses on the researching, developing, manufacturing and marketing of medical devices. JIANGXI SANXIN MEDTEC is mainly engaged in the manufacture of about one thousand kinds of disposable medical devices, from infusion sets to syringe series, I.V catheters and extension tube series, blood purification series and other medical consumables. Specific products include the haemodialysis range for Fresenius, B.Braun, Baxter, Gambro, and NIPRO.

JIAXING HOW SPORT MEDICAL INSTRUMENT CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 1K15
Specialising in developing, manufacturing and marketing new products for the healthcare, sports, and first aid markets – mainly sports tape, elastic adhesive bandage, kinesiology tape and much more, their products are available in a broad range of colours from flesh white to brown. They provide expert quality products and all tape products have super high stickiness and are latex free and breathable with their patented techniques.

JRI
BOOTH NO: 1L07
An expert in measurement, JRI offers complete temperature monitoring solutions during storage and transport for the healthcare market, pharmaceutical industry, and food service market. Specific products include the SiriusWeb, a web-based temperature monitoring solution for laboratory equipment. It features measurement and monitoring of cold storage chambers, management of data on PC, smartphone and tablet, automatic alerts via email, SMS/Text message or phone when thresholds are overstepped, automatically generated weekly reports by email and archiving of data on secured servers.

KINGSTON MEDICAL SUPPLIES (PTE) LTD
BOOTH NO: 1M11
The company is in the business of importing and distributing medical equipment, instruments, and home healthcare products to medical and dental clinics, hospital establishments and institutions, medical dealers, homes for the ages, pharmacy retailers, drug stores, and retailers. Specific products include the Charder Chair Weighing Scale MS5440 with specifications that include a capacity of 300kg and key functions such as BMI, print, tare, pre-tare, and hold.

LACTALIS
BOOTH NO: 1L05
Established in 1933, LACTALIS is a family-run group based in France. LACTALIS develops high-quality products both in a nutritional and gustative way and offers a complete range of products in infant nutrition (range of infant milk and weaning food to meet all the nutritional needs of babies from 0 to 3 years) and clinical nutrition (range of high-protein and high-energy supplements for malnourished patients, specific nutritional supplements).

LADIY HEALTHCARE SDN BHD
BOOTH NO: 2C01 - 2D08
A Malaysian medical device company, LADIY HEALTHCARE is the manufacturer and distributor of Cervisafe, a self-sampling device for cervical cell collection, to test for infections and abnormalities in a woman’s cervix. Cervisafe allows women to perform the test in their own time and comfort and makes home testing practical, comfortable and most of all safe. This alternative option of cervical cell collection technique is more women-friendly and culturally acceptable.

LEONHARD LANG GMBH
BOOTH NO: 1H07
Focused on developing and producing high-quality products and services, LEONHARD LANG is a leading manufacturer of electrode systems that meets tomorrow’s challenges with often-patented advances in product design, cutting-edge technology and user-driven research and development. The company manufactures electrode systems for ECG, defibrillation, and electrosurgery at their headquarters in Innsbruck - Austria and distributes its products globally under the brand name SKINTACT. Specific products include the SKINTACT ECG Electrode T-VO01, which has been specially developed for Holter ECG.

LEADER BIOMEDICAL
BOOTH NO: 1L20
The company offers a wide range of therapeutic solutions, focusing on orthopaedic, dental, wound care and sports medicine. LEADER BIOMEDICAL’s orthopaedic products can be used in both surgical and non-surgical procedures related to treating conditions ranging from musculoskeletal trauma, infections, malignancies, congenital disorders, and sports injuries. They also provide products used in reconstructive dental surgery such as bone void fillers and products use in wound care.

LKLY ADVANCE METALTECH SDN BHD
BOOTH NO: 2C01 - 2D08
The LKL Ultra-Low Bed is engineered according to different fall risk factors to assist both patients and caregivers with the best fall prevention practices. The bed has a low-height position of 24cm to provide maximum protection and to reduce the occurrence and severity of falls. Aiming to improve clinical costs and satisfaction outcomes when managing the healthcare needs of the at risk fall patient, the company understands the fall risks and methods for prevention and patient protection.
LOZON (S) PTE LTD 
**BOOTH NO: 1M01**
A renowned supplier of medical, homecare and hospital equipment in Singapore since 1974, LOZON works with hospitals, polyclinics, medical clinics, military medical centres, pharmacies, and other medical related industries. Their product range includes disposable catheters, surgical dressings/instruments, hospital equipment/furniture, homecare nursing aids, healthcare supports, rehabilitation aids and medical consumables. LOZON will unveil the HealthySole® at MEDICAL FAIR ASIA 2016 - the first showcase in Asia since its launch. HealthySole® effectively destroys dangerous microorganisms on the soles of shoes.

MDOLORIS 
**BOOTH NO: 1L11**
The first global company to be able to provide clinicians with continuous and non-invasive pain monitoring tools, MDOLORIS’ devices enable clinicians to objectively assess the pain felt by the patient and thus enable them to personalise the painkiller drugs delivery, avoiding the potential side effects of overdosage and underdosage. Rewarding more than 23 years of academic research, conducted at the Lille University Hospital, MDOLORIS MEDICAL SYSTEMS is an innovative start-up established in June 2010.

MED TRUST HANDELSGES.M.B.H. 
**BOOTH NO: 1H09**
An Austrian manufacturer and international specialist in the field of diabetes and metabolism of humans and animals, MED TRUST offers innovative products and professional sales concepts. The Austrian company is internationally successful with its own high-quality brands Wellion (human products) and WellionVet (veterinary products). The company’s goal is to make life easier for patients and partners with innovative ideas, advice and service.

MEDICAL BIOMAT 
**BOOTH NO: 1M10**
One of the subsidiaries of Medical Group Corp, MEDICAL BIOMAT is a French manufacturer of raw materials (hydroxyapatite and titanium powder). They manufacture and develop different ranges of products such as synthetic bone substitutes (with gentamicin), PLLA interference screws and ACL fixation devices, gelatine cement restrictors and synthetic biodegradable cement restrictors, osteoconductive, haemostatic, an absorbable matrix, collagen membrane, and hip prosthesis.

MEDICAL PARK CO LTD 
**BOOTH NO: 1M08**
Bexcore is a product used to inspect or remove tissue without leaving any incision or scar. The method is to make a 4-5mm incision and aspirate the tissue into a needle by placing it near to a lesion, then the tissue is cut by an inner blade of the needle and discharged automatically by vacuum suction. Via real-time ultrasound, an accurate diagnosis, and treatment are possible without making a surgical incision.

MICROVAL 
**BOOTH NO: 1M08**
Dedicated to the design and manufacturing of innovative implants and instruments for surgical repairs, MICROVAL’s implants are used in the areas of gastrointestinal and urology/incontinence surgeries. Recently MICROVAL has brought a patented Spire’t reinforcement wall system to the market. The sutures Spire’t applicator allows the implementation in laparoscopy or laparotomy, without the trauma of Nitinol coils that take shape under the effect of the body temperature.

MEDICUSTECH TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD 
**BOOTH NO: 1K20**
Providing holistic, cost-effective digital health solutions through web portals, content, and apps that will have greater success in engaging patients aid in diagnosis and selection of treatments, and increase the efficiency of primary care. The company offers various services including copywriting, permissions management, journal management (manuscript submission & tracking and PubMed central submission), information technology, app development, 3D animation, augmented and virtual reality, eBook development, HTML5 animation, website development, medical illustration, and video wall development services.

MEDWELL MEDICAL PRODUCTS CO LTD 
**BOOTH NO: 1D18**
The company has 3 product categories which include the gauze products range of sterile and non-sterile gauze swabs, lap sponges, 1ply/2ply/4ply gauze rolls, zigzag gauzes, pillow shaped gauzes, gauze bandages etc. The non-woven products include surgical gowns, surgical packs, surgical drapes, isolation gowns, protective gowns and face masks. While the plastic product series entails PE/CPE gloves, sleeves, aprons and much more.

METRAN CO LTD 
**BOOTH NO: 1J11**
Showcasing the JPAP - the next generation of Auto CPAP devices with SN technology to sleep naturally. It is quiet, small, light, and easy to carry while travelling. The Hummax QE humidifier is built-up just inside the breathing circuit. For maximum comfort, QE provides slight humidification to compensate for the high flow coming from the CPAP device. The Humming Vue ventilator, the golden piston technology in HFO is now available along with the popular conventional modes whether invasive or non-invasive.

MICROLIFE CORPORATION 
**BOOTH NO: 2G17**
Hypertension and atrial fibrillation are the major risk factors for a stroke. The blood pressure monitor with atrial fibrillation detection, MICROLIFE AFIB, detects atrial fibrillation with high accuracy (sensitivity 97%-100% specificity 89%) as demonstrated in two recent comparative studies with ECG, conducted on approximately 500 subjects, in the U.S. and Europe. It features MAM technology that automatically takes 3 readings as recommended by doctors with a wide range conical rigid cuff 22-42 cm that fits easily and comfortably.

Some sentences from the text are repeated or out of context. The text provides a range of medical products and services, including devices for pain monitoring, medical implants, and digital health solutions. It also mentions a product for destroying microorganisms and another for monitoring blood pressure with atrial fibrillation detection.
MIDES GMBH
BOOTH NO: 1H03
An Austrian company which has established itself throughout Europe as a leading specialist in the repair of medical ultrasound probes, MIDES is now able to repair over 90% of all Standard, 3D/4D, and TEE probes in its own in-house high-tech laboratories. New: Ultrasound - Endoscopy - Repair. Furthermore, MIDES has been operating successfully for over 20 years, supplying ultrasound systems, now to 54 countries.

MITSUBISHI RAYON
CLEANSUI CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 1J22
Intended to have thermal effect of hot water and cleaning effect of hydro massage with CO2 gas bubbles water, this product is used to relieve pain and itching and as an aid in the healing process of inflamed and traumatised tissue, and serves as a setting for removal of contaminated tissue caused by diabetic foot ulcer and so on.

MUELLER SPORTS MEDICINE INC
BOOTH NO: 1K21
The company’s products help athletes perform better and help prevent injuries, enabling athletes to recover and get back in the game. MUELLER SPORTS MEDICINE’s specific products include the Mueller Jumper Knee Strap model no. 992 that helps relieve patellar tendonitis and the Mueller Max Knee Strap model no. 59858, a lightweight and easy solution, that helps relieve chronic knee pain.

NADEEM SURGICAL CORPORATION PVT LTD
BOOTH NO: 1G28
The company will display surgical instruments from both its premium reusable and economy floor grade lines, with a special emphasis on instruments from the bone surgery, cardiology, ENT, general surgery, gynaecology, and ophthalmic categories at MEDICAL FAIR ASIA 2016. In addition NADEEM SURGICAL will also display products from its dental and orthodontic instruments line, including curettes, extracting forceps, filling instruments, probes, rongeurs, and scalers and its up and coming line of electrosurgical instruments.

NEU INDUSTRIES PTE LTD
BOOTH NO: 1N11
The company offers a wide range of infection control equipment, surgical instrument reprocessing system and consumables for hospitals and nursing homes. NEU INDUSTRIES’ products under the infection control equipment range for hospitals, nursing homes, and clinics include macerators for disposal of single-use bedpan/urinal pulps, single-use bedpan/urinal pulps, electric/hydraulic stretchers, chairs and recliners, trays, utensils, sluice hoppers and trolleys, disinfectant and sanitising spray cleaners and foggers.

NASHMIR CAPSULE SDN BHD
BOOTH NO: 2C01 - 2D08
A manufacturer and exporter of empty hard gelatin capsule shells for pharmaceutical finished dosage, dietary supplement industry, and traditional Chinese medicines, NASHMIRE CAPSULE serves over 40% of the ASEAN pharmaceutical prescription market, and supplements and herbal market. Their product is an assurance of supply as per customer needs and timely delivery schedule that ensures quality products, competitive pricing, product service and after sales technical assistance.

NINGBO BERKELEY ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 2G06
The company specialises in the designing and manufacturing of healthcare massage products such as jade thermal massage beds, foot massagers with full wrap massage, neck massagers, eyes massagers, massage hammers, massages, infrared heating mattresses, cushions etc. Adhering to their “Bonlife born to enjoy” marketing concept, NINGBO BERKELEY ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY constantly develops new and better products. Specific models under the BONLIFE brand include BL-7908, BL-7909, BL-6606, and L-7008.
The company has a variety of emergency medical products for the military, EMS, law enforcement, disaster preparedness, search and rescue, pre-hospital and in-hospital use. The all-in-one emergency bandage consolidates multiple first-aid devices such as a primary dressing, pressure applicator, secondary dressing, and a foolproof closure bar to secure the bandage in place. Other products include the B.I.G. bone injection gun, NIO new intraosseous device, and the blizzard system with its Reflexcell unique technology.

ORTEC

BOOTH NO: 2C17

A professional manufacturer specialising in medical instruments and orthopaedic aids since 1999, ORTEC’s Institute, has its own original technology and continues to grow its customer-centred expertise. ORTEC is ready for a tailor-made manufacture according to the physical condition of a patient and will showcase the spinal orthosis cervical, orthosis upper limb, orthosis lower limb, and orthosis OTS-type support (soft brace).

NINGBO HI-TECH UNICMED IMP & EXP CO LTD

BOOTH NO: 1C15

Specialising in supplying high quality medical and laboratory products from China to all parts of the world, NINGBO HI TECH UNICMED lines include disposable and reusable products for medical, surgical, laboratory, and emergency use. The company highly values customer satisfaction and cooperation through mutual partnership, which is demonstrated by the long-standing business relationships with customers that has enabled the continuous growth of the company.

PROTECSOM

BOOTH NO: 1M04

Specialist for circuits and valved holding chambers for inhaled drugs, PROTECSOM develops electronic devices capable of providing real-time information about the actually inhaled drug doses and inspiratory flow. The OptimHal® is a new breath technology “Made in Normandy” that is known for having developed Tips-Haler®, the first valved spacer designed specifically for inhaled corticosteroids. OptimHal® is an intelligent electronic device that allows patients and caregivers to identify the actual inhaled drug dose and the inspiratory flow rate.

NINGBO HI TECH UNICMED IMP & EXP CO LTD

BOOTH NO: 1C15

Specialising in supplying high quality medical and laboratory products from China to all parts of the world, NINGBO HI TECH UNICMED lines include disposable and reusable products for medical, surgical, laboratory, and emergency use. The company highly values customer satisfaction and cooperation through mutual partnership, which is demonstrated by the long-standing business relationships with customers that has enabled the continuous growth of the company.

NIPPO PISTON RING CO LTD

BOOTH NO: 2D01

The company specialises in a fully "Made in Japan" dental implant system called "IAT EXA" that has unique features such as an ED surface and a twin hex tapered structure. They believe that the ED surface advances osteogenesis and reduces the length of treatment. Their patented new biomaterial "NiFreeT" is highly biocompatible, MRI-compatible and radiopaque and is suitable for X-ray markers, orthopaedic implants, dental implants, bone plates, bone screws, embolisation coils, stents, and other medical devices.
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ORKRISZ LTD

BOOTH NO: 1313-1K16

The Chrisofix® orthosis is instantly adjustable, according to the patient’s needs, without any need for heat, water, or special instruments. Use of the Chrisofix® splints overnight immobilises the targeted joints, in a way that previously only plasters could provide. Unlike plasters, the Chrisofix® splints are easily installed before sleep and easily removed in the morning and have shown to benefit non-orthopaedic symptoms, such as rheumatism or carpal tunnel syndrome.
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PERSYS MEDICAL

BOOTH NO: 1019

The company has a variety of emergency medical products for the military, EMS, law enforcement, disaster preparedness, search and rescue, pre-hospital and in-hospital use. The all-in-one emergency bandage consolidates multiple first-aid devices such as a primary dressing, pressure applicator, secondary dressing, and a foolproof closure bar to secure the bandage in place. Other products include the B.I.G. bone injection gun, NIO new intraosseous device, and the blizzard system with its Reflexcell unique technology.

PERRY BAROMEDICAL CORP

BOOTH NO: 1H18

A distinguished and internationally recognised brand name and a registered medical device manufacturer based in the USA, PERRY BAROMEDICAL designs and innovates quality manufacturing hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) systems. The company is the only full line manufacturer in the industry, producing a range of monoplace and multiplace systems. Providing its products to hospitals and freestanding medical clinics, the company has installed over 1,000 systems in more than 30 countries and its equipment has successfully completed over 4.5 million treatments.
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RAS PHARMA & BIOCHEM PTE LTD

BOOTH NO: 1M16

The National Healthcare Group (NHG) has awarded the company the top prize for Innovation Awards in 2015. Areas of business include manufacturing and distribution of medical disposables and devices, laboratory equipment, and consumables. RAS PHARMA & BIOCHEM is the regional distributor of various Japanese brands in the area of high-tech equipment. In 2016, they expanded their services to include consultancy services for the setting up of histology, cytology, and molecular laboratories.
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REBONSON

BOOTH NO: 2C22

The ILLUS HD video endoscopy system is the first CMOS sensor video flexible endoscope. Register patients, take pictures, edit images, make comments, and save them to the main unit without a PC. The new way and almost zero-resistant-bending part. (Patent: 10-1381678). The AIO HD camera creates crystal clear pictures of both live and captured. Make a library of patients with endoscope. Register patients, take images, and save them to the main unit without a PC. The new way and almost zero-resistant-bending part. (Patent: 10-1381678).

RTC CO LTD

BOOTH NO: 2D01

The Path-OCTa for on-site diagnosis is a POCT Platform based on multiple and high-speed PCR. The POCT (Point-Of-Care-Testing) is strongly needed for optimal care at emergent medical situations. Path-OCTa (Pathogen from Eight [Octa] kinds) is established as the ultimate POCT system for screening and determining the pathogen from 8 candidates in a short time. Special features include quick medical decision for the aid of serious diseases, performing multiple tests at once, user-friendly (needs no special operation), and cost-effective with high accuracy.
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Product Highlights

RUDOLF RIESTER GMBH
BOOTH NO: 2H15
A German engineer and manufacturer of diagnostic instruments for general practitioners, hospitals, clinics and the home, RIESTER's product line includes sphygmomanometers, E.N.T. and ophthalmic instruments, stethoscopes, laryngoscopes, and examination lamps. Specific products include the ri-former® modular diagnostic system with optimal flexibility for hospitals and medical practices. The diagnostic station modules can be combined individually to suit the requirements and location. The basic ri-former® module is available with one handle and can be supplemented with up to 4 more handle modules.

RUI YING MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PTE LTD
BOOTH NO: 1N15
The company will be exhibiting blood collection tubes for collection of blood samples and used for clinical diagnosis. Specific products include serum tubes, plasma tubes, whole blood tubes, capillary tubes and lancets for blood glucose and other in vitro diagnostic tests, blood collection needles, and the NeoFix ALPHA, which is a completely closed disposable suction container system that allows the most effective and easiest way to control contamination by turning biological waste solid.

SAITAMA CITY
BOOTH NO: 1J11
Many research and development companies with excellent technology, high standards of creativity and innovation are located in Saitama City, Japan. Three companies, H.I.T Co., Ltd., ICST Corporation, and METRAN Co., Ltd. are looking forward to exhibiting at MEDICAL FAIR ASIA 2016. The companies are top innovators in the city and take pride in ensuring that every product exceeds customer expectations.

SCHOLLY FIBEROPTIC GMBH
BOOTH NO: 2H05
The company will showcase their native full HD FlexiVision 10 endoscopy camera at MEDICAL FAIR ASIA, which offers many new clinical features using unique video algorithms. Visitors can see a fine selection of rigid and flexible endoscopes, as well as endoscopy cameras and light sources at the SCHOLLY FIBEROPTIC booth. The company will also show possible design variations for endoscopes and electronic devices.

SEFAM
BOOTH NO: 1L09
The first European company to commercialize CPAP for the treatment of the sleep apnea syndrome, SEFAM offers a range of innovative high-quality products and technologies. The DreamStar, a range of all-in-one high-performance premium devices (CPAP, APAP, BiLevel and BiLevel ST) with state-of-the-art technology. Integration of a data card, power supply, and heated humidifier. The EcoStar a range of devices (CPAP and APAP) for patients and providers looking for simplicity and performance at competitive prices.

SEMPERMED (A MEMBER OF THE SEMPERIT-GROUP)
BOOTH NO: 1302
As part of the Semperit Group, Sempermed® is ranked among the international leading manufacturers of medical, surgical and industrial gloves. Specific products include the Sempermed® Velvet, the nitrile all-rounder has a feather light formulation combined with a force at break of ≥ 6N, its extra soft material wears like a second skin while having and excellent sense of touch and superior wearing comfort.

SHIN YAN SHENO PRECISION INDUSTRIAL CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 1Q14
Established in 1991, SHIN YAN SHENO PRECISION INDUSTRIAL started as a professional moulds maker and gradually entered into the medical components market. Because of that, they have an in-depth knowledge of making medical component moulds as well as designing components, with strong RD supports and the know-how for making not only the moulds but also the components. They are now focusing more on the OEM/ODM projects and reach out to those who wish to develop their own products.

SINCH MEDICAL PTE LTD
BOOTH No: 2A19
This electrically operated bed has all the unique features and functions in one equipment. The backrest plate can be inclined to 70 degrees for patients to be seated comfortably. The leg rest plate can be lowered to 30 degrees. It is fitted with ultra-silent castor wheels with central locking systems to avoid accidental bed movement. For maximum safety and durability, the guardrails are made from advanced ABS engineering plastics. It is suitable for all hospitals and nursing homes.

SMARTIZON MEDICAL GROUP LIMITED
BOOTH NO: 1Q02A
VG-medical is a leading manufacturer of OR and ICU equipment. VG-medical always gives priority to the demand of patients and medical personnel whether it is surgical light, operation table, ceiling pendant or digital integrated system. Therefore, VG-medical meets the needs of modern medical development, which are safe, efficient, lean, and low operation cost. VG-medical adopts expert advice used in OR, ICU, and digital integrated solutions, inure to the benefit of patients and medical personnel.
TALLEY GROUP
BOOTH NO: 1K05
A UK manufacturer of medical devices with 60 years of experience in pressure area care, TALLEY boasts a fully vertically integrated manufacturing site with all aspects of design and manufacture under one roof. The product range includes a comprehensive range of pressure relieving Quattro Therapy mattress systems to help reduce avoidable harms, compression therapy pumps and garments covering both DVT prevention and lymphedema and a clinically proven and cost-effective range of negative pressure wound therapy pumps and consumables.

TIANJIN KANGER MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 2E09
The company specialises in metallic bone plates and screws, metallic interlocking intramedullary nails, spinal internal fixation, and titanium mesh plates and screws.

TOKO CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 2D01
Specialised in customised orthopaedic surgical instruments, TOKO does not sell any finished products but makes customised surgical instruments to the customers’ request. TOKO has been manufacturing industrial cutting tools for over 75 years and has been contributing the development of industrial products in Japan. They have been manufacturing surgical instrument for most orthopaedic implant manufacturers in Japan with know-how and technique. Being worthy of JAPAN QUALITY, they offer the “Tender” surgical instruments to patients and doctors.

SYNTEC SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION
BOOTH NO: 1P19
Founded in 1995 by a group of doctors and engineers to develop and to manufacture surgical skeleton products. SYNTEC SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION is now the leading company in Taiwan specialising in skeleton products and medical instruments in the orthopaedic industry. The osteosynthesis implants and instruments are not only qualified with the certification of FDA, CE, GMP regulations but also compliant with ISO quality assurance standards.

Specialised in artificial total hip prostheses (cement-less/cemented/primary/revision) and artificial total knee prostheses (primary/revision). “Security and efficiency” are the basic requirement of all JUST MEDICAL products and services. JUST MEDICAL always focuses on product research and development, manufacturing, quality controlling, training and services, by strictly adhering to the matured quality-control system (CE\GMP\ISO).

TIANJIN KANG LI MEDICAL APPLIANCE CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 1C22
A professional manufacturer of medical equipment, they have more than a decade of experience in the production of medical equipment, domestic advanced production equipment, and strong technical force. The company’s main products are various stainless steel trolleys, dressing change trolleys, drug delivery trolleys, emergency trolleys, stretcher trolleys, medicine cabinets, files cabinets, medical instrument cabinets, special cabinets for sterile rooms, single shaking beds, double shaking beds, ICU electric monitor beds, special convoy trolleys for operating and much more.

SYNTEC SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION
BOOTH NO: 1P19
Founded in 1995 by a group of doctors and engineers to develop and to manufacture surgical skeleton products. SYNTEC SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION is now the leading company in Taiwan specialising in skeleton products and medical instruments in the orthopaedic industry. The osteosynthesis implants and instruments are not only qualified with the certification of FDA, CE, GMP regulations but also compliant with ISO quality assurance standards.

TOKO CO LTD
BOOTH NO: 2D01
Specialised in customised orthopaedic surgical instruments, TOKO does not sell any finished products but makes customised surgical instruments to the customers’ request. TOKO has been manufacturing industrial cutting tools for over 75 years and has been contributing the development of industrial products in Japan. They have been manufacturing surgical instrument for most orthopaedic implant manufacturers in Japan with know-how and technique. Being worthy of JAPAN QUALITY, they offer the “Tender” surgical instruments to patients and doctors.
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TOKYO TITANIUM CO LTD

BOOTH NO: 2D01

Specialising in titanium since 1982, TOKYO TITANIUM offers the best solutions from raw materials to finished titanium products. They stock a wide variety of CP titanium and titanium alloys. The company trades titanium alloys for medical fields such as the ASTM F-136 centreless round bars max. 20mm and sheets max. 50mm, and, ASTM F-67 Gr.4 centreless round bars max. 8mm. TOKYO TITANIUM also accumulates titanium-processing techniques for medical devices (implant, surgical instruments).

U.S. PACIFIC NONWOVENS INDUSTRY LTD

BOOTH NO: 1L15

They manufacture proprietary designed rescue stretchers, disposable lifting slings, apparels, back support belt, wipes for medical, safety, personal hygiene, first aid, and environmental protection made of engineered non-wovens of various technologies, laminated composites and new generation compostable/biodegradable materials made from bio-based natural resources.

UNITHER

BOOTH NO: 1L11

A global leader in the manufacturing of single unit dose pharmaceutical products using sterile Blow-Fill-Seal (BFS), and stick-pack technologies. The company is the unrivalled worldwide leader in sterile unit-dose production using Blow-Fill-Seal (BFS) technology. Through their sites in North America and Europe, UNITHER can manage the development of a drug product or a medical device from concept to marketing, providing the benefit of their development expertise.

UWC HEALTHCARE MFG (M) SDN BHD

BOOTH NO: 2C01 - 2D08

The prefiltered humidifier is used to humidify the respiratory or oxygen gas for patients and is mostly used in oxygen therapy such as oxygen concentrators, gas cylinders or wall gas outlets via a mask or cannula in homecare, hospital, extended care facilities or hospice environment in order to prevent drying of the mucous membrane in the nose and mouth, which will lead to pulmonary infection and lung tissue damage.

VECTOR-BEST

BOOTH NO: 2A17

Established in 1991, VECTOR-BEST today is the Russian manufacturer of ELISA and real-time PCR kits for Public Health. The company produces more than 600 different names of products, including kits for the diagnostics of HIV infection, viral hepatitis, STD, TORCH, herpesvirus and feral herd infections, helminthiasis, tuberculosis, anaemia, gastrointestinal and cardiovascular diseases. A wide range of kits for detection of tumour markers, and markers of the acute phase, for the quantitative determination of hormones and cytokines are also offered.

VILLARD MEDICAL

BOOTH NO: 1M14

The company manufactures medication, emergency and anaesthesia carts, cabinets, tables, IV poles, etc. for hospitals, clinics, and nursing homes. At MEDICAL FAIR ASIA 2016, the company will present its new range of carts and cabinets EOLIS 600×400 that features a competitive price, emergency adaptability (anaesthesia, treatment, medication, storage, computers), compact size, high quality structure (ABS, aluminium, polypropylene), wide range of options, customisation, modern ergonomic design, big storage capacity, manoeuvrability, light-weight, and availability in 7 colours.

XODUS MEDICAL INC

BOOTH NO: 2F11

The leader in making surgery safer, XODUS MEDICAL INC, is showcasing the Pink Pad positioning systems - the safest, most-effective products for increasing patient safety during Trendelenburg procedures. The one-step face protectors safeguard the patient’s face, eyes, and head from unintentional surgical contact. Surgical BackPacks a full complement of positioning products for spinal, orthopaedic and neurological procedures. The camel line of super absorbent mats keep the OR clean and safe from slips, falls, and contaminants.

XU ZHOU TIANRONG MEDICAL & COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT CO LTD

BOOTH NO: 1C28

Established in April 1997, XUZHOU TIANRONG MEDICAL & COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT is a professional manufacturer of medical multi-parameter monitors. Specific products include the multi-para patient monitor, mother/foetus monitor, and pulse oximeter.

YAMADA SHADOWLESS LAMP CO LTD

BOOTH NO: 1J18

The first manufacturer of operation light in Japan, YAMADA SHADOWLESS LAMP uses ultra-high colour rendering LEDs, to achieve reliable visibility and distinguishability. The spectrum of the LED is close to the sunlight, allowing for an accurate, gentle, and natural light. The light can reduce the blue light risk and achieve a spectrum that does not strain the eyes. Specific products include the DM CJ operation light model no. CJ16.

ZEON MEDICAL INC

BOOTH NO: 2D01

At the exhibition, ZEON MEDICAL will introduce ZEOCLIP, extraction balloon catheter, bipolar snare and bipolar haemostatic forceps into the ASEAN market. The products are expected to make a substantial contribution for more effective endoscopic treatments. The company provides endoscopic devices such as KEMEX under the ZEON MEDICAL INC brand.

More details on exhibitor and product highlights available at www.medicalfair-asia.com

Disclaimer: All information is published in good faith based on information available at press time. No part of this publication may be reproduced in part or full without the permission of the publisher. Opinions expressed are those of the contributors and not necessarily endorsed by the publisher. Whilst every effort is made to ensure accuracy in the reproduction of the material and information provided, the publisher will not accept liability for any error or omission that may occur inadvertently.
Pre-register your visit to win the latest smartphone in our lucky draws!
(T&Cs apply. Visit the website for more details.

Register online at www.medicalfair-asia.com OR Complete and fax entire form to: (65) 6337 4633

Note:
1. Visitor pre-registration will close on 19 August 2016.
2. Please photocopy this form for multiple registrations.
3. Admission for trade visitors by registration only.
4. Dress Code: Business/Office Attire

Please indicate with a tick ☑
You may tick more than once unless otherwise specified.

Did you visit MEDICAL FAIR ASIA 2014?
☑ Yes ☐ No

Will you be visiting MEDICAL MANUFACTURING ASIA 2016?
☑ Yes ☐ No

ABOUT MY COMPANY

1. Your Organisation Type (Tick one only)
☐ 01 Association
☐ 02 Clinic / Polyclinic / Medical Centre
☐ 03 Distributor / Representative
☐ 04 Government / Ministry
☐ 05 Hospital Planner / Turnkey Contractor
☐ 06 Information Technology / Mobile Health Services
☐ 07 Laboratory
☐ 08 Manufacturer / Producer
☐ 09 Nursing Home
☐ 10 Pharmacy
☐ 11 Public Hospital
☐ 12 Private Hospital
☐ 13 Procurement Agency
☐ 14 Rehabilitation Centre
☐ 15 Trader, Importer & Exporter, Wholesaler
☐ 16 University / Teaching Hospital
☐ 17 Wellness Centre
☐ 18 Others (please specify)

2. Purpose of Your Visit: (Tick one only)
☐ 01 To Purchase
☐ 02 Gather Information
☐ 03 Seek Representation
☐ 04 Visit Suppliers
☐ 05 Evaluate for Future Participation

2E. Your Role in Purchasing
☐ 01 Final Decision
☐ 02 Significant Influence
☐ 03 Initial Recommendation
☐ 04 Research New Products
☐ 05 Not Involved

2F. Are you interested to receive information on:
MEDICINE + SPORTS CONFERENCE ASIA 2016
☐ Yes ☐ No

MEDICA 2016
(Düsseldorf, Germany)
☐ Exhibiting ☐ Visiting

REHACARE INTERNATIONAL 2016
(Düsseldorf, Germany)
☐ Exhibiting ☐ Visiting

MEDICAL FAIR THAILAND 2017
(Bangkok, Thailand)
☐ Exhibiting ☐ Visiting

Disclosure
You will be included in our mailing list for updates on our medical / healthcare trade fairs and its related services. If you do not wish to receive the information, please tick below.
☐ Please do not include me in your mailing list.
**At A Glance**

**Show Times**
- 10.00 am - 6.00 pm (31 Aug - 1 Sep)
- 10.00 am - 5.00 pm (2 Sep)

**Venue**
The Sands Expo and Convention Centre, Marina Bay Sands, Singapore

**How to get there**
Marina Bay Sands is easily accessible via the ECP expressway and MCE tunnel by car or taxi. The nearest train station (MRT) is Bayfront that conveniently connects to the venue via Exit D.

**Admission**
Admits business and trade visitors by registration only

**Dress Code**
Office / Work attire

**Official Hotel**
Special discounted hotel accommodation rates have been secured at our Official Hotel, Marina Bay Sands Singapore and other recommended hotels.

See full hotel guide at www.medicalfair-asia.com

**Medical Manufacturing Asia 2016**
The 3rd Manufacturing Process for Medical Technology Exhibition
31 Aug - 2 Sep 2016
www.medmanufacturing-asia.com

Returning for its third edition, this exhibition is jointly organised by SPETA (Singapore Precision Engineering and Technology Association) and Messe Düsseldorf Asia. Modelled after the No.1 global trade fair in the MedTech sector, COMPAMED, MEDICAL MANUFACTURING ASIA 2016 will bring to the industry the latest advances and an extensive product range from the medical technology sector by over 200 established exhibitors from 20 countries. Co-located with MEDICAL FAIR ASIA, registered trade visitors will be able to gain access to both exhibitions.